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1. Write two fractions that are equivalent to _ 45. Show all work to support your
answers.

2. Shade each model to represent the fraction. Then list the fractions in order
from least to greatest.

 _34
 _12
 _23

least

greatest

3. A plant grew _ 54feet this month and _ 87feet last month. In which month did the

plant grow more? Use words, models and/or numbers to support your answer.
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4. Write an addition equation using unit fractions that has a sum of _ 34.

5. Write 3  _ 25

as an improper fraction.

6. Katiree said that 3 _13is equivalent to 2 _43 . Do you agree with her? Explain your
reasoning.

7. LaMonte needed 6  _58feet of string for a project. He had two pieces of string.
One was 3 _38feet long and the other was 3 _18feet long. Does he have enough
string for his project? Explain your reasoning.

8. Daniel bought 4_18 pounds of peanuts. He gave 2_48 pounds to Jill. How many

pounds of peanuts did he have left? Use mathematics to justify your answer.
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9. Find the value of 6 × _28. Use numbers, words and/or models to support your
answer. Write the answer as an improper fraction and a mixed number.

10. What is the length of the line below to the nearest quarter of an inch? Write
your answer above the line.

11. What is the difference from the largest weight

loss to the smallest weight loss based on the line
plot at the right?
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Pounds Lost Each Week

×
×

×
×

×

×

1_ 24 1_ 34 2 2_ 14
Each × represents one week.
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